The DFKI conducts application-oriented basic research in the field of artificial intelligence and other related subfields of computer science. The overall goal is to construct systems with technical knowledge and common sense whichby using AI methods -implement a problem solution for a selected application area. Currently, there are the following research areas at the DFKI: The DFKI strives at making its research results available to the scientific community. There exist many contacts to domestic and foreign research institutions, both in academy and industry. The DFKI hosts technology transfer workshops for shareholders and other interested groups in order to inform about the current state of research. From its beginning, the DFKI has provided an attractive working environment for AI researchers from Germany and from all over the world. The goal is to have a staff of about 100 researchers at the end of the building-up phase.
1 Introduction Pollard&Sag's seminal work on Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar has shown that a great deal of syntax and semantics can be neatly encoded within typed feature structures, thus leading for the rst time to a highly lexicalized theory of language 20, 21] . Moreover, the formalisms underlying these structures can be given a precise set-theoretical semantics along the lines of Smolka and others. 1 However, there are certain areas within computational linguistics, for which, until recently, no satisfactory formulation in a uniform, constraint-based (or more speci cally, HPSG-oriented) theory has been provided. Two of these representation problems will be addressed in this paper, viz., nite automata and logical form simpli cation.
Finite Automata as Typed Feature Structures
Finite automata (FA) and similar devices are heavily used in computational linguistics and natural language processing as a descriptive means of stating certain facts about natural language. They have been employed in the description of morphophonemics 11, 3] and in the formulation of word order constraints 26]; moreover, the use of FA allows for the integration of allomorphy and morphotactics 15, 12] .
While it is unsurprising that the languages accepted by FA may also be encoded as typed feature descriptions, it is not clear how FA themselves can be speci ed as feature structures, how they can be processed, and, furthermore, what closure properties they have within TFF. These questions and, of course, their solutions will be addressed in this section.
Preliminaries
Assuming a familiarity with the basic inventory of automata theory and formal languages 6], we shall, in the following, formally refer to a deterministic nite automaton (DFA) by a 5-tuple hQ; ; ; q 0 ; Fi, where Q is a nite set of states, a nite input alphabet, : Q 7 ! Q is the transition function, q 0 2 Q the initial state, and F Q the set of nal states. A nondeterministic nite automaton (NFA) di ers from a deterministic one in that the transition function maps to elements of the power set of Q, i.e., : Q 7 ! 2 Q (Q, , q 0 , and F as before). This is all we need to explain the encoding technique for FA within a typed feature logic. For reasons of simplicity, we start with the simplest form of FA, viz., deterministic nite automata without -moves, which consume exactly one input symbol at a time. Note that this is not a restriction w.r.t. the set of recognized words: given an arbitrary NFA, we can always construct a deterministic one which recognizes the same language (however, in the worst case with exponentially more states). 1 In the following, we will assume a basic familiarity with uni cation-based grammar theories 23, 25] and their logics 9, 7, 24].
Fortunately, our approach is also capable of directly representing and processing non-deterministic FA with -moves, and allows for edges which are multiplesymbol consumers (see next section). It is worth noting that edges may not only be annotated with atomic symbols. They can also be labelled with complex ones, i.e., with possibly underspeci ed feature structures, where uni cation is a means for testing equality (for instance, in case of 2-level morphological descriptions; see 16] for an example of a paradigm-based in ectional morphology).
Encoding Finite Automata Within Typed Feature Formalisms
To specify an automaton as a typed feature structure, we introduce for every state q 2 Q a possibly recursive feature type with the same name as q. We will call such a type a con guration. Exactly the attributes EDGE, NEXT, and INPUT are appropriate for such a con guration, where EDGE encodes the outgoing edges of q, NEXT the successor states of q, and INPUT the symbols which remain on the input list when reaching q. 2 A con guration does thus not just model a state of the automaton, but an entire description of the FA at a given point in computation. 3 In order to formally de ne a con guration as a feature structure type, we rst introduce the notion of a proto con guration that speci es the appropriate attributes and their values.
proto-con guration 2 4 EDGE input-symbol _ undef NEXT con guration _ undef INPUT list(input-symbol) 3 
5
(1)
We now de ne two natural subtypes of proto-con guration. The rst one represents the non-nal states QnF. Because we assume that exactly one input symbol is consumed every time an edge is traversed, we separate the input list into the rst element and the rest list, structure-share the rst element with EDGE (the consumed input symbol), and pass the rest of the list one level deeper to the next state.
non-nal-con guration proto-con guration EDGE 
Of course, there will also be nal states with outgoing edges, but such states are subtypes of the following disjunctive type speci cation:
con guration non-nal-con guration _ nal-con guration (4) To make things more concrete, let us look at an example, viz., the FA Whether a FA A accepts a given input string or not is thus equivalent to the question of feature term consistency/satis ability: if we want to know whether w (a list of input symbols) will be recognized by A, we must expand the type which is associated with the initial state q 0 of A and specify w as its INPUT. Speaking in Carpenter's terms 4], we thus require that
be totally well-typable, i.e., that there is at least one model that satis es the input description. 4 The processing of FA within TFF is thus achieved by type expansion of possibly recursive feature types. However, type expansion not only tests for the satis ability of a description but also makes the idiosyncratic and inherited constraints of a type explicit (see below). In our case, type expansion always terminates, either with a uni cation failure (the FA does not accept w) or with a fully expanded feature structure, representing a successful recognition.
Coming back to our example, let us ask whether abc belongs to the language L(A 1 ) accepted by A 1 . By expanding type X with INPUT ha,b,ci], we can decide this question. This will lead to the following consistent feature structure, which represents the complete recognition history of abc, i.e., all its \solutions" in the FA (recall that because X is a subtype of non-nal-con guration and proto-con guration, it will inherit all constraints of these types; similar for Y ): We now change our focus from DFA to arbitrary NFA. The rst question we have to ask is whether nondeterminism in general makes the whole encoding method invalid. In fact, nondeterminism does not introduce any problems at all. There is no di erence in our framework between a DFA and a NFA, neither from a descriptive nor from an expressive standpoint, because outgoing edges labelled with the same symbol (the NFA criterion) can be easily captured by distributed disjunctions, as is done in the DFA example above (cf. the description of type X given by (5) in FA A 1 ). 5 In addition, changing from -to ? -consuming edges leads only to minor modi cations in the de nition of non-nal-con guration (2) . Multiple-symbol consuming edges are modelled through lists of symbols instead of declaring single symbols appropriate for EDGE: an -transition ( 0 ) is encoded as the empty list (7), a single input symbol ( 1 ) through a list over this symbol (8) , two input symbols ( 2 ) are represented using a list of two symbols (9) , and so on. Therefore, we substitute the de nition of non-nal-con guration by giving a family of specialized de nitions, where the number of de nitions depends on the length of the longest word associated with an edge in the FA. Under these circumstances, con guration (4) must also be altered, since it now consists of multiple alternatives:
non-nal-con guration i (10) It is worth to have a look at the complexity of our approach. We all know that in the case of DFA, input can be recognized in O(n), whereas the time complexity for a NFA is O(2 n ) in the worst case, where n is given by the length of the input string. Because we employ disjunctions to describe the covariation between edges and successor states, one might assume that the complexity of our treatment is already exponential for the DFA case as a result of the fact that the satis ability problem for disjunctive formulae is NP -complete 9], thus a uni cation algorithm will have a non-polynomial complexity, assuming that P 6 = NP . Recall that we are using uni cation as a means for testing equality. However, when modelling DFA in our approach, the disjunctions under EDGE and NEXT will collapse into one element as a consequence of the fact that in a DFA at most one arc can be traversed at a time (the one whose label matches the input). We therefore have to expand only one type under NEXT and uni cation only operates on conjunctive descriptions. But if this is the case, our treatment has nearly the same complexity as in theory: there exist well-known quasi-linear uni cation algorithms for conjunctive formulae, for instance A t-Kaci's uni cation algorithm employed in LOGIN 1], which is an extension of Huet's method for xed-arity, rst-order terms. By encoding general NFA in our framework, we obtain the same theoretical result as is the case for a direct encoding, viz., exponential time complexity.
2.3 Intersection, Union, and Complementation of FA As a nice by-product of our encoding technique, we can show that uni cation, disjunction, and classical negation in the underlying feature logic directly correspond to the intersection, union, and complementation of FA. The correspondences can be easily shown when assuming a sorted set-theoretical semantics for feature descriptions 24] .
Take, for instance, the intersection of two arbitrary FA, A 1 and A 2 . Intersecting A 1 and A 2 means construction of an FA A which recognizes the intersection of L(A 1 ) and L(A 2 ). But exactly this is achieved through uni cation: constructing A is equivalent to unifying the types associated with the start states of A 1 and A 2 , q 0 and q 0 0 ; the denotation of q 0^q 0 0 is then given by the intersection of the objects denoted by q 0 and q 0 0 . The same argumentation holds for union and complementation of FA.
To see how this is accomplished, consider A 1 (as before) and A 2 , which recognizes the language L(A 2 ) = a(b + c) ? .
To model A 1 and A 2 , we refer to the types X and Y of (5) and to U and V , which are de ned in (11). Testing whether a given string w belongs to L(A 1 ) \ L(A 2 ) is equivalent to testing for the satis ability of q 0^q 0 0^ INPUT w]. Again, type expansion decides the consistency of the given input description; see (13) . Note that the uni cation of q 0 and q 0 0 has the same e ect as running A 1 and A 2 in \parallel" which is equivalent to the intersection of A 1 and A 2 , exactly what we want to achieve. Again, a similar argumentation holds for the union and complementation of FA; see (14) and (15 
Because we are working in the domain of FA (although they are encoded via feature structures), complementing an FA means to complement the language it accepts with respect to ? and not to complement the set of objects denoted by q 0 with respect to the domain of feature descriptions, i.e., the whole universe (which represents a much larger set). We, therefore, have to intersect/unify :q 0 with con guration in (15) 0 , which requires us to turn the nal states of A 1 into non-nal ones to allow for successful uni cations; this is why f i must be a subtype of non-nal-con guration.
At this point, functional uncertainty comes into play because we do not know for a concrete input w = w 1 w 2 how many iterations of NEXT are necessary in A 1 to successfully recognize w 1 , so that w 2 can be further processed by A 2 . Note that the functional uncertainty constraint in (17) can be restated by using the following recursive type de nition|thus there is no need for a richer logic:
The iteration or Kleene closure of A 1 is constructed in a similar way: the nal states f i 2 F 1 are uni ed with the start state q 0 (to be more precise, with the types associated with these states). The construction of A 1 then looks as follows:
where A 0 is an instantiation of nal-con guration (the empty string case) and A + q 0^ (NEXT) _ i f i . However, f i must be a subtype of the disjunctive type con guration (4) because the f i serve as nal states as well as non-nal states in this construction, which is in accordance with the de nition of con guration. Although concatenation and Kleene closure are directly encodable in our logic, we recommend against using the above technique for reasons of e ciency. In this regard, it is better to construct the composite automaton rst by hand| which is fairly straightforward|and then apply the encoding mechanism for non-complex FA.
3 Logical Form Simpli cation Within HPSG Typed feature formalisms in general, and HPSG in particular, serve as a basis for many NLP/MT systems 27, 28, 10]. Even though most of these systems represent the semantic content of an utterance as a feature structure, they do not use a parser (or generator) or a uniform deduction component to simplify logical form or to draw domain-speci c inferences within the calculus of HPSG in order to derive legal, simpler expressions represented as a feature structure again (cf. 2] to get an impression of simplifying/resolving (quasi) logical form within the core language engine of SRI).
Instead, all systems either translate the semantic representation directly into an application language (e.g., a database language), which means that semantic inferences are not seen as essential in the front-end, or transform feature structures into a term of a semantic representation logic (for instance the language NLL 18]), on which a deduction component operates to yield another, denotation-preserving expression. Given such an intermediate language, the method of processing the semantics of a sentence is as follows:
1. incrementally construct a feature structure f representing the semantics of a given sentence, 2. transform the content of f into a term t of the intermediate language, 3 . apply simpli cation schemata iteratively to t, yielding a simpler term t 0 , 4. translate t 0 into an application language expression e, 5. interpret e with the inference machinery of the application language.
We will argue in this paper that semantic inferences can be carried out locally as part of the parsing (generation) process so that step (2.) and (3.) are in fact not needed and that f can be directly translated into e. Doing away with an intermediate level of semantic representation has many advantages: { Processing: semantic inferences can be carried out locally during the parsing process (if needed); since inconsistencies can thus be detected at an early stage of analysis, processing e orts can be reduced { Architecture: semantic inferences are integrated into the parser|which leads to a simpler architecture of the whole NLP system { Efficiency: there is no need to transform a feature structure into an expression of the intermediate language|which saves time and space { Uniformity: it is theoretically appealing to provide a coherent framework in which all levels of linguistic description are represented and in which arti cial interface problems are thus avoided Because HPSG in general allows for higher order expressivity through unrestricted relations and recursive types, the notion of logical equivalence of descriptions is undecidable, and moreover, not even recursively enumerable. Hence the subject of this paper will not be a restricted decision procedure for testing the equivalence of two descriptions, but, rather, a limited method of logical form simpli cation. This is achieved by enriching the feature logic underlying HPSG|however, without sticking to external relational constraints.
Encoding Logical Form Simpli cation
In the following, we refer to Pollard and Sag's rst volume of HPSG 20] . Even though the examples given throughout this section are simpli ed in that the structure of SEM is at, i.e., only consists of top level attributes like OP (operator), SC (scope), CONN (connective), etc., the idea developed here can be easily adapted to more complex forms of HPSG and other constraint-based grammar formalisms which have similar notions of what English (or any natural language) is 20, p. 147]:
In the introductory section, we said that during parsing the primary reason for using feature structures is the need for storing information obtained so far (e.g., semantic content). A parser, however, will, for instance, not simplify nested occurrences of an operator like a semantic not :. 6 There's a notable exception to what we said about the lack of semantic inferences in HPSG: most of the e ects of -reduction, used by many semanticists growing out of the Montagovian tradition, can be easily captured by uni cation (see for instance 19]).
In this section, we intend to present the necessary inventory for logical form simpli cation within HPSG. What we need is 1. an immediate dominance (rule) schema R proj formulated as (Project) in (22) to record semantic inferences, and 2. for each simpli cation schema exactly one extralinguistic/metalogical principle P meta i (1 i k) realized as (a special form of) an implication.
Therefore, we must rede ne (20) by adding the rule schema and the principles. This results in the following de nition of English:
The rule schema R proj serves to represent both sides of an inference step by projecting the simpli ed semantics to the top level SEM and storing the nonsimpli ed representation under DTRS; see (22) . Note the similarity between R proj and an R i : R i serves as an instruction to build up phrase structure. However, the number of branches in such a derivation tree is in general greater than one|this is in contrast to the single daughter of R proj . The idea now is to postulate a similar structure which allows us to construct a proof tree. Topologically speaking, such a proof tree corresponds to a linear chain. Because we are interested in the value of the SEM attribute, we structure-share PHON and SYN on the top level with the same attributes of the single daughter under the path DTRSjNON-SIMPL-DTR. This is necessary for a parser to continue (syntactic parsing) properly.
Although ^ and ^ are equal in a model-theoretic sense (that is, the extensions are equal, i.e., denote the same set of objects), standard uni cation would fail. We, therefore, suggest to replace the keyword approach ARGn by a setvalued treatment as shown in (34). Moreover, this has the advantage of allowing more than two arguments for connectives like^or _ (see 19] for a similar proposal). In addition, there is no longer a need for specifying commutativity via a principle/schema; instead, commutativity is now handled internally through set uni cation. However, the question still remains which form of set values and set unication is really needed in our case (see for instance 22]). And perhaps, more important, what is the price we have to pay when using set-values. However, an examination of these aspects would exceed the scope of this paper.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, I have shown how FA can be neatly integrated and processed within TFF. The encoding method assumes that the logic makes recursive type de nitions available. Some examples of German in ectional morphology 16] have been implemented in the typed feature formalism T DL 17].
The second area addressed in this paper concerns a proposal for logical form simpli cation within TFF/HPSG. The approach makes strong assumptions about the expressivity of the feature calculus (set values, functional uncertainty/recursive types and monotonic substitution).
Both approaches extend the domain of \ordinary" constraint-based grammars beyond the construction of syntax and semantics, thus avoiding arti cial interface problems between di erent components in that everything is represented within the same formalism. This integration need not lead to a heavy decrease of e ciency as explained in Section 2 and 3, so that the advantages of these proposals prevail against non-integrated, multi-component oriented systems.
